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I.      IIHROIXJCTION 

The specific aim of this study iß to provide planners in de- 

veloping countries with a set of methodological instruments for 

assessing the nature and volume of needs for replacement,  repair 

and maintenance and for identifying the material resources - 

labour, materials and machinery - required to meet these needs. At 

the same time,  the study gives a review of the main technical and 

organizational procedures used in this important area of economic 

activity.    Phe main emohisis is,  of course, being laid upon metho- 

dological instruments for analysis and projections. 

An attempt is being made in this study at analysing the problems 

at various levels,  i.e. the plant,  sectoral, national and inter- 

national levels.    Admittedly, the bulk of technical and organi- 

sational problems must be solved at the level of enterprise;  on one 

hand,  as an integral part of current utilization of installed capital, 

on the other hand,  through the specialized activities of maintenance 

and repair units. 

Considerations are also taken to analyse the problem at sectoral 

level.    3jr applying a sectoral approach it is possible to assess the 

demand for replacement and repair and, consequently, toe needs for 

•peoific economic resources in various sectors.     In the process, 

important conclusions usually emerge which are relevant to the for- 

mulation of the over-all economic strategy and economic policies. At 

the same time pectoral approach can also contribute to the bridging 

of the existing gap between mioro- and macro-eoonomic levels of 

analysis and of solving the problem« of industrial development. Some 

aspects of the problem area under disoussion are undoubtedly of macro- 

economic nature as e.g. the balano« of payments impact of different 

replacement and repair policies.    Certain problems can be successfully 

solved by coordinative and indicative measures of the Government. 
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"•    B43IC CONCEPTO 

A.     Wear and Obsoleaoenoe 

The aim of this chapter la to review the causes of depreciation 

of individual plants and equipment and to outline the factors deter- 

mining the various requirements for their renewal and repair. 

At the same time as buildings, machinery and other equipment 

are being worn out physically,  they also loose their value due to 

the continuous economic and technical progress.    Thus, there are 

two types of depreciation with entirely different causes.    The 

classification of causes of depreciation is given in a schematic 
way in Table 1. 

ÇlwittoaUon of Causes of Depreciation 

1»     Causes of deterioration 

1»1.    % graduai wear 

1.1.1. Through operation 

1.1.2. Due to environment 

1.2.    Break-down 

2«     Causes of depreciation in eoonomie terms 

2.1. Obsolesoenoe 

2.1.1. Due to the development of new, isore efficient 

types of capital ««ans 

2.1.2. Due to changes in production technology 

2.1.3* Due to ohanges in market conditions 

2.2. Reduotioa in the aotual purohase cost. 

1. 

Physioal wear is a prooess which ohanfes the original qualities 

- physioal, chenioml, meohanioal, etc -of plant« and equipment. 
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The rate of phyaioal wear of pianti and equipment is determined 

ty the following factorst 

- rate of utilization and load characteristics of 
the equipment 

- environment in whioh the plants and equipment 
are utilized 

- car« extended in operation and maintenance. 

In contrast to the wear connected uith operation, the wear 

oaused hy adverse effects of environment is not positively related 

to the degree of equipment utilization. On the contrary, the adverse 

effects of environment are often greater in case of less utilized 

or completely unutilized equipment. 

To illustrate possible factors which determine the degree 
of physical wear two examples are presented in Figure A 
(dependence of wear on usage of oil) and Figure B(dependanot 
of changes of dimensions of a part or. temperature and the 
aggressivity of the environment. 

PIO. A 

ferrent cellieri* 
•f  #i(  in   ji» 

PIG. B 
temperatMre   *C 

ñ%Q 

IM 

me rinn 

Dependenoe of enfine wear 
on usa« of oil 

Sottroei Yoiaov H.R.,  Is «ledo vani» 
obkladki dvigateley trenija, 
Sbornik IV, Moeoow, 1949 

M       HO        tè 

cone«n4r«tÌMi  % 
Dependenoe of loss of material 
on temperature and concentration 
of environment 
Souroet Pontana N.O.,  Ind.Eng.Che«, 

vol. 44, Mo. 4, 1952, P.8*a 
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Two ba«io apparent forms of physioal wear can bo distinguished: 

r.eohanioal wear, resulting in 

- surface damage of the parts (components) of plants 
and equipment 

- changes of original dimensions and shape 

- reduction of their functions (precision and performance), «to. 

Chemical wear, resulting in 

- material is eaten away (corrosion) 

- mechanical qualities of parts deteriorate 

- functional failure. 

An illustrative example of the mechanical wear of simple 
elements of a machine (e.g. bearing  pin) is given in 
Fi/atre C.    In the first, rather short period after the 
equipment is been put into operation, wear increases very 
markedly.    îhis period is the running-in period.    In the 
subsequent,  long pariod wear does not increase substantially. 
Finally,  in the last period,  wear increaseo very ateeply. 

PIG. C 

!*••« »f wear [pl»y m mm] 

I 
a». •   _  - J¿L . 

j t«tmi»t 
 r[  1    mcreett 
*/ \f\   wear 

run-in*  m 

•îmt 

Course of wear of a 
simple element 

•Jourost Zelenkov 0.1.,   Jfcohnolotfija remonta 
doroshnyhk mashin, Dorisdat 1951f 
i Iosco w 
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An illustrativ» example of ohemioal wear is a caos 
of a pipe-line wear due to crrodual decarburi zat i on, 
see Figure D. 

PIO. D 

Sirtn^h   ke; /rr\m 

' 

breakage 
•oint 

-     r~ r 
\ 

\ 

mitt '•le limit    \ 

"ï'\rr\t 

Course of pipe-line mar 
due to gradual decarburization 

Jome elements of plants and equipment loose their functional 
qualities suddenly (e.g. bulb, certain elements of measuring 
devioes). It is of course not possible to make a reliable 
and exact prediction of such a functional failure. 

Two specific cases of the physical wear are to be introduced: 

3o called infant illnesses, caused usually by unexpected defects 

(deficiencies) in production, assembly, methods of installation, eto. 

Accidental depreciation or break-down: the wear doe3 not proceed 

gradually but auddenly, caused either by external or internal factors. 

As a typical example of accidental depreciation can be 
mentioned fire, explosion, flood, typhoon and other disasters. 

2.  économie dépréciation 

In a dynaraio economic system the bulk of the plants and equipment 

is depreciated and sorapped due to the prooess of eoonomic, rathor than 

due to its physical wear. 
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economic depreciation is a process in which plants and equip- 

ment lose their value due to the introduction of technical innovations 

and to changeB in the economic conditions* 

lenerally, three different cases of economic depreciation can be 

distinguished: 

(i) Appearance of a "challenger", e.g. a new, more efficient 

machine, which can replace the installed machine. This 

is the case of obsolescence due to technical progress in 

newly manufactured capital /joods. The use of the new, 

moro efficient machine usually causes a reduction of 

production cost, an improvement in quality of the product, 

and/or an increment of 3afety and improvements of labour 

conditions, etc. 

The rate and the pace of depreciation of installed 
machines is above all determined by economic parameters 
of those new machines, which can replace the installed 
Machines in their functions. The pace of technical 
progress and, consequently, the pace of depreciation 
of the installed equipment vary substantially from one 
branch of industry to a other and differ also for various 
kinds of equipment. In general, it can be said that 
the fastest changes in design are observed in equipment 
used in most progressive lines of production - most pro- 
gressive from the point of view of technology and 
requirements of the market, 

the 
(ii) Changes in/technology and organization of production. 

These changes can be caused by: 

- innovations resulting in substantial ohanges in 

material inputs; 

- ohanges in product design; 

- transition from small to large-soale production. 

In engineering industry, for instanoe, a shift from 
notai-cutting to metal-forming tendo to accelerate 
the depreciation of currently used metal-outting 
maohine tools. Transition to lar^e scale production 
leads to aooelerated scrapping of universal maohine 
tools and to their replacement by specialised equip- 
ment. 
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(iii) Changes in market conditions. This can cause a decline 

in demand for products produced on the ¿Ivon equipment. 

IrAus extensive replacement of classical electron tubes 
by transistors accelerated the dépréciation and scrapping 
of many types of vacuum technique equipment. 

A specific case of "economic" depreciation - exceptionally 

appreciation - of installed capital means is a decline (increase) 

in reproduction purchase cost of theae ;neans. 

It is thus necessary to consider the change's of value of the 

given plants and equipment both from the point of view of their 

physical state and their efficiency of operation, in the context of 

over-all economic conditions. 

3»  Service life 

Depi-eciation of the individual capital means usually proceeds 

gradually. Tuo final stage of this process is scrapping. Hie time 

period, during which a given piece of equipment fulfills its technical 

and economic functions is the period of service life. A quantitative 

analysis of the service life usually is a starting point for an 

estimation of renewal need3. 

The following different concepts of service life are of a special 

practical significance: 

- 'Total "service life which is the age at which a machine 

is being scrapped; 

- "Primary" service life. This can be defined as that part 

of the total service life, in which    a machine brings 

the highest effects; 

- 'economically useful" or "optimal" service life. 

Normally, the service life of plants and equipment can physically 

be extender', almost without limits through repair and careful maintenance. 
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However, oapital moans are usually scraped as soon as thsir 

operation doss not meet oartain economic raquirements. 

Estimates of the length of servios life can for the same 
maohine vary between 10 to 30 yoaro. The same maohine can 
really reach a completely different "aotive" age depending 
on the way and conditions of utilization both from the viow 
point of the process of physical wear and from the viow point 
of different conditions of "eoonomic depreciation", fherefore, 
the illustrative example of service life ¿iven in Table 2 
serves only as a very  rough orientation.       ~" 
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Pable   2 

lo tifiate s of ¿orvioe uife and Coot of Over-haul« 

ftf Various Kinds of Plants and Jotlpmsnt ** 

- examples - 

Service Life 
(fears) 

60 - 80 
100 

200 

Buildings 

industrial 
offioe and residential 

¿truoturee 

brides - reinforced conorete - 
railway roadbeds and super- 
structures 
dans 
melioration systems 
sewer pipes - cement - 
concrete cooling towers 
steel drilling derricks 

Machinery and equipment 

Power and driving equipment 
mobile compressors 
mine ventilators 
transformers 
steam turbines with generator 
hydraulic turbines with generator 40 
mobile combustion engines 
diatribution nains 200 kV 
and 100 kv 
switohgear cubicles 200 kv 
and 100 kv 

Mining industry equipment 
mining equipment 
stripping shovels 
drilling mats 
mills and crusher» 

Pood industry equipment 
masticating mills 
sifting/screening 'machines 
oven/bakery 
bottle washing machines 
milk and oanning evaporators 

Average Yearly 
Cost of Over-haul 
(,¿ of the purchase 
cost) 

0.6 - 1.7 
0.5 

0.3 

120 1.5 
80 - 120 0.5 - l.o 
JO - 50 1.6 - 1.0 

20 1.4 
50 2.0 
12 8.7 

10 8.0 
40 2.0 
30 1.0 
30 2.0 

or 40 1.8 
15 4.0 

40 0.5 

30 1.0 

35-40 1.5 - 3.2 
10 - 25 2.4 - 30.0 
4-12 4.0 - 2O.0 
15-20 5.0 - 20.0 

15-30 1.2 - 5.0 
15-40 1.5 - 5.0 

20 2.5 
10 3.0 
20 2.2 - 4*0 

É 
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Service Life 
{yum) 

Wood-working industry equipment 
wood drilling machine 
knot borers 
wood-working lathes 
sandera 

Paper industry equipment 
diffusere 
papor machines 
out ting machines 

Printing industry equipment 
composing machines 
rotary printing machines 
gravure printing presses 
cutting machines 

Chemical and rubber industry 
equipment 

homogenisators 
absorbing towers/sulphuric 
acid production 
otorago tanica for gasolin, oil 
roactors/oulphuric acid 
production 
roasting furnaces for pyrites 

Nonna«tallio minorais industry 
building materials equipment 
cementation furnaces 
baking ovens/cerajmic3 
drying and annealing kilns 

Basic totals industries 
blast furnaces 
coke ovens 
steel melting furnaces 
moulding machines 
casting machines and equi-xnent 
rolling mills 

Metal-working industry 
reheating furnace 
potier presses 
oontre lathes 
automatic lathes 
horisontal boring machines 
planing   machines 
grinders 
welding equipment 
ooil winding machines 

Const root ion induotry 
oonorete and mortar mixsrs 
dosers, scrapers, graders 
building cranes 

15 
15 
15 
15 

20 
30 
20 

20 
20 
8 

30 

20 

Average Yearly 
Cost of Over-haul 
(,« of the purchase 
cost) 

0 
3.2 
6.6 
3.8 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

4.0 
2.0 
3.2 
0 

4.0 

15 5.3 
40 2.0 

12 5.5 
30 6.7 

10 7.0 
25 2.8 
40 2.5 
20 7.0 

30 5.3 
18 2.0 
24 10.0 
12 3.3 
20 3.3 

20-30 2.5 - 3.3 

20 4.0 
20 5.6 

12 - 25 3.3 - 7.1 
12 5.2 

15 - 20 3.5 
20-25 3.1 - 4.0 
12 - 15 5.3 - 9.0 
12 - 15 5.5 -7.1 

15 4.5 

10 3.0 
5-6 10 - 35 
8-12 9-12 
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Sirvió« Ufa Average Yiarly 
(jnari) Coit of Over-haul 

(/» of thi purchan 
ooot) 

frantport and communication 
trunk oablu 30- 35 0.7 
main gai linei 30 0.5 
teliphoni •zollanti 25 1.0 
die iil-electric looomotivis 10 8.0 
covend wagons 45 0.7 
cargo boati 40 1.8 
airplanei 5-12 2.7 - 16.2 

\j   lzperti'  aitlaatei for thi sain of depreciation ohargii. 

3ouroe:      Miniitry of Pittance (CJoR),  Latra and Orders, 1954* 
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UstimatOQ of sorvico life are generally quito different from 
the cervice life neriod.3 actually achieved.     Por cutting- 
machine tools and forming machines estimates of service lif.j 
generally vary around 15 years.    Jut,   in all countries •.rivado 
an inventory of installed Machine tools accordine to their 
age lias boon made,  a large number of Machinen older than 
20 year hc.s been found still in operation. 

?rori the data contained in the  inventorias  of machinery in 
tnotal-worI:ing industry in UJA which ..are carried out by 
American Machinists in 1949 and 1953 vie can conclude that 
between the 10th and 20th year of their age  only 14.5 per 
cent of the original number of metal-forming machines and 
26 per cent of metal-cutting machine tools were scrapped. 
A very detailed analysis by the Research In.3titute for An- 
;ineoring Technology and Jcononics in Prague h::s shown that 
in the Czechoslovak engineering industry machine tools are 
kept in operation on average for 2) to 30 years.    ..¡ven after 
this period, however, most of them are not  scrapped,   ,'Iore 
than 70 per cent of discarded machines are refold or trans- 
ferred to plants, shops and schools outside  the engineering 
industry. 

Table    3 

Apt-Composition of Machine Tools 

in the Industrialized Countries 

Count r y Year Percentage of 
Machine Tools older than 

10 years       20 years 

U3A 1958 60 13 

United Kingdom * 

rfsstern Oaraany 

Frano« 

Italy " 

Canada 

Cseohoslovakia 

1955 
1961 

52 
59 

12 
22 

1953 
1961 

62 
55 

21 
20 

1955 
1961 

62 
59 

43 

1953 
1961 

59 
56 

33 
• • 

1958 58 18 

1962 61 23 

l/ maohina-tools in metal-.orking industrias only 
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Hot all of the causes for depreciation have a direct bearing 

on the service life.    Thus,  phyoical wear may have no impact on 

the length of service time,   if the consequences of physical  ..ear 

can be made up for by repairs.    Physical uear plays a decisive 

role only in case repair would be more costly than the purchase 

of a new machine or would not be technically feasible at all. 

Therefore the bulk of machinery and equipment and also of buildings 

and structures is being scraped - discarded - due to "economic" 

depreciation,  caused in turn by the appearance of new, more efficient 

machines and equipment, the chances in technology of production 

and by market conditions for the products. 

It is being asserted that machines are being scrapped before 
they are completely physically worn out.    In the junk-yards 
we can,   however,  see that the machines brought there are 
usually both physically worn out and technically obsolete. 
The question - which of the two basic causes of depreciation 
determines the service life -   cannot be answered univocally 
in Most cases.    The technical obsolescence generally is the 
basic cause, whereas the technical condition of a machine,ie. 
the degree of its physical wear is often the direct (immediate) 
cause of scrapping. 

It should be mentioned in this context that the technical 
condition of a machine  is to a certain extent dependent on 
economic factors since to the machines which cannot meet 
certain economic criteria proper maintenance and repair care 
is not being extended. 

Machines which are "prematurely" scrapped due to their technical 
obsolescence are considered to cause a loss,  amounting to the 
portion of balance value not written off.    However,  it  is hardly 
a loss in case of really obsolete machines.    The loss actually 
incurred at the time when the investment was made into an ob- 
solete machine and should therefore be charged on the past 
period,   i.e. during which the machine was  purchased.    Otherwise 
there is the danger that obsolescent equipment is kept in 
operation. 

Soma of the factors that determine the servio« life au dependent 
upon the  intensity of physical wear can be quantified or 
estimated on the basis of past expérience.    An example of 
suoh estimates is presented in Table 4.    According to the 
coefficient a contained in this table the physical wear of 
a lath« utilised in two shifts (coefficient 0.7), operated 
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in dusty environment (coefficient 0 7Ì    o-r•—* +„ .i„„.i,. 

til till cuttln«j
condl1=lo«» (coefficient 0.8) would be so 

high that compared to the normal conditions of the lathe 

to almost one third.    A corrective coefficient of 1.25 
corresponds to the use of four partial coefficients,  therefore 
0.7 x 0.7 i 0.7 x 0.8 x 1.25 « O.343. 

If the 3ame lathe is used as a Dì««» «*• » • -n 

«£ be ext.nd.d by 50 por cent over ine"tLES Ä 

Table    4 

Coefficients for Calculating jgryice Life of Machinery 

under Different Conditions of Utilisation 

Conditions of Utilization 

Ilomal operation in two shifts 
in three shifts 
for loss than 3 hours 
a day (x number of hours 
in operation a day) 

.;iien used in laboratories or rossarch units 
(shops) 

in assembly shoos 

Incidental usa,;e 

Usage in huraid rooms or outdoors 
in excessively duaty rooms 

Usa^e in rooms with adv.rae chemical 
environment 

in room3 without heating 
in rooms ex:x>aed to  intensive shooks 
(vibration) 

Usage without adequate foot in;; (foundation) 
.fork in wot ne as 
Prevailing work with continuous mesh (nachinin•-,) 
Work under difficult cutting conditions^ 
Cast iron machining 
Plastic material machining 

Incidental usage of grinding preparations on 
cutting Machine tools 
Deficient operation (vocational training alio is" 

Coefficient 

0.6 - 0.8 
0.4 - 0.Ó 

3 
x 

1.2 
1.4 

1.3 
I.4 

O.o - J.3 

0.6 
0.6 

0.4 
0.7 

0.6 
0.7 
0.7 
0.3 
0.7 
0.3 
0.3 

0.7 
0.6 

0.3 
0.3 

0.3 
0.9 

0.8 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 

0.3 
0.3 

Hot« 1 A multiple of all the relovant coefficient, has to 
be multiplied by a corrective coefficient which is 
graphically described on next na^e. 
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Corrective coefficient 

12       3      4       5       6 

number of coefficients 

8 

Sourcet      Sintonie, ?.V..t "Die Bewertung von ¿«brauchten   íerJcoeufí- 
laaohinen und machine lien Anla^-en", "/DI ¡Io. 13/1956. 

Phe rather complex proceso of depreciation and scrapJiae of 

the plants and equipment allows only exceptionally the establishment 

of a direct link between the ucrappine,  the service life of individual 

pieces of plants and equipment and the renewal of a particular plant 

or machine.    Individual machines are replaced in their economic functions 

without  it being posaible to follow and quantify this process.    There- 

fore it is appropriate to set the problems of rene\.-al in the context 

of the whole system of caoital means installed in an induutry or in 

the economy as a whole (see appendix II).    3esides, the problem of 

renewal is not to be reduoed to the more replacement of plants and 

shipment.    Renewal connected with modernisation of équiperont, 

buildings and structures is depending on or conditioned by the 

development of technology, production, demand, eto. 
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B.     Itenewal, Ite pair and I iaint enanos 

1.      itene wal 

Renewal is defined here as the volume of investment needed for 

replacing plants and equipment depreciated in a given period. 

In a broader sense renewal would mean not only actual 
replacement but also repairs of worn out parts of machinery, 
equipment,  buildings etc.    In this case repairs of machinery 
particularly so called general repairs (over-hauls) fall 
under the concept of replacement. 

Usually, however,  only the replacement of the whole machines 
or eventually of complete lines of productive equipment by 
new machines is considered an renewal. 

In the over-all national economy context also the construction 
of new capacities can be considered as renewal, even if there 
it no visible connection with the old capacities bein¿; liquid- 
ated.    In that case the value of renewal is corresponding to 
the part of the total investment that equals the depreciation 
of the existing plants and equipment in the given period. 

The most common interpretation of renewal is physical replace- 
ment of worn out machinery,  equipment, buildings etc.within 
given productive units by new once.    Phis interpretation is 
being applied in this study. 

The purpose of renewal is not only to replaoe physically worn 

out planta and equipment, but also to modernise the whole system of 

equipment, according to the needs of modern technology and the 

requirements of the market.     Active renewal polioy means the adoption 

of a oonsistsnt and economically rational investment policy.    Above 

all it takes into account the aspect of modernisation and transfer 

of machines.    Por estimating the investment resources required by 

the needs for renewal,  it is also neceasary to consider the time lag 

between replacement investment and dieoarding of the obsolete capital 

means.    As a rule, active renewal takjs plaoe earlier than the actual 

scrapping of the replaced items. 

Frequently used maohines are transferred within a plant, 
i.e. the looation and/or the function of the machine is 
changed to better meet the overall requirements of the 
plant.    Trade statistics of industrialised countries show 
that there aleo is a considerable transfer of used maohines 
between various plants. 
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ilornally .-orti out machinery is not replaced by exactly 
the same type of machinery due to the technical procrees. 
Deplacement thus Í3 mostly carried out with the aim to 
modernize the existing fixed capital stock.    Consequently, 
replacement and modernization cannot be considered as tuo 
separate  phenomena,    .ieolacement usually expresses quantitative 
and ;.iod rnizcition rualit;.tive aspects of the same proc3.;s. 

Modernization can be carried out  in various ways.    One way 
is the Modernization of existing machinery with the view of 
increasing the  performance,  minimizing; losses fron failures, 
lowering the  labour cost,  imoroving the safety of operation, 
etc.    Another  form of modernization consists in actual replace- 
ment of individual obsolete pieces of equipment by new, 
more efficient ones.    The largest  effects can be usually 
achieved by a systematic total modernization of the whole 
Drodactive unit. 

Modernization in a narrower sense  is the modernization of 

individual units of equipment installed in accordance with the 

requirements of modern nroduction technology.    Two basic approaches 

can be mentioned: 

(i)   Adaptation of machines, equipment, buildings or 

construction to the specific way of it3 utilization, 

e.g.  reconstruction of an older lathe to a machine 

tool for centrifugal casting; 

(ii)    standard modernization aiming to increase the qualities 

of older models of machines.    Inpulsss for such a 

modernization are given usually by producers of the 

machines. 

Tha best occasion for a modernization is usually by a major 
over-haul.    Thus, major over-haul and repair as a whole are 
to be considered not only as a way of removing the traces 
of deterioration of a machine, but also of increasing its 
adaptability to new conditions of its utilization. 

Modernization is sometimes connected with reconstrLiction,i.e. 

a functional adaptation of machinery,  equipment and/or building 

through chancos in technical design.    Reconstruction and modernization 

are not identical conoepts, but reconstruction is usually undertaken 

with the aim to modernize the capital assets. 
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2.      Regair 

As has been already mentioned, tho distinction bctv/een renewal 

and repair is far from being clear-cut.    However,  renewal normally 

means total replacement of worn out or obsolete machinery, equipment, 

buildings,  etc. while repairs consist i:i replacement of onl/ certain 

parts of machinery, equipment, building, as well as their restoration 

and renovation. 

Two baaic categories of repairs can be distinguished: 

(i)    routine (small) repairs, consisting usually in replace- 

ment or repair of individual parts and elements of the 

machine,  i.e.  those vriiich have a 3iorter soi'vice life. 

(ii)    over-haul (rather extensive repair of the v/hole machine, 

building, etc.) of all worn out and damaged parts, vith 

the purpose to renew the original technical condition and 

operational efficiency.    As a rule,  the cycle of major 

over-hauls Ì3 longer than one year. 

The causes of physical wear vary for individual parts of plants 

and equipment. Individual parts therefore have different periods of 

service life. The different prevailing working conditions determine 

the wear of individual parts and of the whole machines, equipment, 

buildings and structures and can give an accidental character to the 

course of physical wear. The distribution of admissible wear value o 

of individual parts determines the degree of risk of a failure of the 

whole machine. 

Prom Figure E it can be seen that if the repair is carried 
out in a point A, the risk of failure is almost nil 3ince 
all the parts of the machine will not yet have reached the 
level of admissible .rear. Ilo;»ver, if the date for repair 
is fixed into the point B, a risk ìB being taken that som« 
parts wear out be foro the repair is undertaken. The curve 
reflects the spread of physical wear periods of individual 
parts and their numbers. 
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There is no standard repair system whioh could generally be 

applied.    The obvious reasons for this ai-e the different courses of 

wear of individual machinas,  the different requirements in regard to 

the reliability of operation of equipment, differences in working con- 

ditions of the equipment in individual countries and a number of other 

factors.    The repair systems to be used therefore should be be.sed on an 

objective evaluation of the actual situation in regard to the equipment, 

plant,  industry and country.    A clas3ification of repair 3ysteu3 is 

introduced in fable 5. 

Phe needs for over-hauls and for other repairs are interdependent. 

Thus, careful and regular carrying out of small repairs can reduce the 

need for over-hauls. 

This interrelationship has been proved by a sample inquiry in 

the Czechoslovak engineering industry:    whereas in individual plants 

both the cost of over-h:iuls and the coat of 3mall repairs (in relation 

to the  mrchase cost of machinery) widely fluctuate,  their alágate 

values come much closer to each other.    On average,  the anali repair 

oost were by 50 per cent higher than the over-haul cost. 
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3*     Maintenance 

Aooording to generally acoepted terminology, Maintenance means 

the whole set of Measure o for keeping the plant in ~ood operating 

condition.    The concept of maintenance thus would include repairs and 

sometimes even renewal.    In this study, however,  a narrower oenoept 

will be used, covering only the routine care,  auch as: 

- cleaning 

- painting, anticorro3ion protection 

- lubrication 

- inspection control. 

Some secondary functions usually are being organised olosely 
together with maintenance, such as: 

- stock keeping 
- generation and distribution of power and other utilities 
- plant protection including fire protection 
- pollution and noise abatement, etc« 

The treatment of these activities does not fall within the 
framework of this study. 

Special importance should be attached to anticorrosion protection, 

lubrication and inspection control, since these activities require 

specific resources and skills. 

Anticorrosion protection ensures the surface protection of 

machinery, equipment, buildings and structures against the aggressivity 

of environment. 

Anticorroaion protection which mainly consists of protective 
ooatings and conservation is quite labour-intensive and 
requires a wide variety of special material«. Losses caused 
ty corrosion are estimated at $ 6.5 billion p.a. in USA, 
b 195 nil. in U.K. and DM 2-3 billion (only steel oorrosion) 
in the federal Republio of Germany. 
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In a number of industrias corrosion Í3 the main cause 
of repair.    Therefore increasing attention ia being paid 
to coating and painting.    The cost of anticorrosion 
measures in Uo chemical industry rcjp-cjent 20 oer cent 
of investment cost and 30 per cent of repair and main- 
tenance coat. 

Imbrication is to be regulated by exact rules do te min ine the 

kind of lubricants,  their quantity and the timing and method for 
their use.. 

('Proper lubrication, accordingly, demands specific qualification 

of personnel (lubrication technicians), materials and organizational 
measures. 

It can be assumed tiiat on average one specialist for 
lubrication is required for each thousand of employées 
in an engineering plant. 

Different nieces of equipment and thair individual com- 
ponents have üooeifie requirements for the quality of 
lubricants.    Therefore a lar&e variety of lubricants is 
needed,  requiring specific purchases and large stocks. 

i'he organization and control of lubrication in a olant is 
handled by the maintenance chief.    The lubrication technicians 
are usually organised in maintenance crows.    A proper or- 
ganization of lubrication requires 
- equipment records, 
- lubrication prescriptions,   lubrication olans 
- indications of lubrication points 
- organization of deliveries,  stocks and distribution 

of lubricants 
- system of utilization of used lubricants. 

Inspection means a check up of the condition and the functioning 

of plants and equipment.    This requires a variety of activities 

including the removal of minor defects, largely without stopping the 
operations 

'These activities are carried out by both the operating personnel 

and by special »inspection repair-uen».    Which of these two categories 

is to carry out each of the various functions depends on the specific 
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conditions as well ao the safety requirements of the plant. 

The professional supervision of slants and oquinment is 
usually undertaken by a nnnnal sroup of maintenance workers 
¿hese wooers are to be at émanent disusai, especially 
in the case  of continuous production. 

«Special proble.-ns in regard to the staffing are the under- 
utilization of the specialised inspection maintenance 
workers as well as the control of their „or':. 

C      Preconditions for Repair and lfain±anann~ 

*•      Labour (iiaintenance workers) 

It is not possible to draw a clear-cut line between maintenance 

workers and workers who operate Machinery and other equipment.    In 

enterprise statistics repair workers usually fall within the category 

of auxiliary personnel.    The broader term "maintenance workers» often 

includes not only workers carrying out maintenance and repair but also 

workers producine spare parts and parts or the whole pieces of equip- 

ment.    In addition, firemen and members of factory juard are sometimes 
included here as well. 

The main factors determining the number of maintenance i/orkers 

needed (i.e. the ratio    of the number of repair workers to the total 
manpower in a plant) are: 

(i)    Capital intensity of the production; the manpower 

requirements tend to be hi^h      in capital intensive 

industries (e.g. power, motalvrorking and chenical 

industry} while it is low in textile, garment, tanning, 

and wood working industries. 

(ii)   Struoture of capital means to be maintained;   machinery 

*nd equipment naturally have a different demand for 

repair than buildings and structures. 
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(iii)    Standardization, design and material eharact3riatica 

of plants and equipment;  the manpower requirements 

thus depend to a great extent on the ohoioe of equip- 

ment,, on the technology and production of ¿Iven 

ecfuipmont. 

(iv)    actors determining the deterioration of plants and 

equipment (see Chanter A.l). 

(v)    "Dfficiency of the applied system of maintenance. 

The data in fable 6 and 7 serve as an illustration of differences 

in repair intensities of various industries,    ^quipmont requires about 

4-5 times more labour per value of installed capital than building 

and structures.    Also within the category of "equipment" there are 

substantial diffarences between repair work retirements of technological 

equipment,  power plants, and instruments.    In more elaborated systems ths 

needs for repair workers are determined on the basis of standards of 

repair intensity for individual kinds of capital means.    The data in 

Table 7 which is based on standards for Csechoslovak machinery can serve 

a« an illustration for this. 
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Tabi»   7 

Standard« for Preventive 

Repairs of a Denoh Jrillimr Maohipe 

Typ« of repair 

Inspection 

Control 

Minor Repair 

Medium Repair 

Over-haul 

Norm of labour intensity 
la hours 

0.75 

1.0 

10 

21 

54 

figure Q shows that the number of maintenance workers depends 
on the technical capacity of the equipment.    The repair of 
an electro-motor of,  for instance, 10 kw, takes about 15 minute« 
repair per 1 kw, whereas the repair of an 100 kw-raotor only 
takes about 7 minutes per kw. 

Hepair 
labour 
input« 
in min. 

mm  {9) 
W 

0   tte IM 

Capacity of the eleotro-motor 

kW 

in minutes (A) 
and in 

minute« par kW 

(B) 

a«»«*. «—.,-M  Tf0l?Vf r*J*ir1
Äftd th* oaPMitar of the equipment (electro-motor). Souroei Sigmund J.,  Informaee o udribe, No. 6050/1966, VUTSCHP,  Prague 

A« teohnioal development progresses, the ratio of repair worker« 

to the total number of personnel tend« to increase.    Particularly, 

the process of automation increaaas the ooraplexity of equipment and 
it« repair requirement«. 
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Thus, for inatance, in Du Pont da líomours chemical concern the 
number of production workers wa3 increased 1.HO-1J55 by 50 per 
cent while the number of repair woriiors grew with 250 per cent. 

Repair and maintenance place apee id requirements on the skills 

of labour. In several types of industries the skill requironents for 

maintenance workers are higher than for production workers. In case 

of automatic or programme controlled machin 23, for instance, the pro- 

duction worker must only have an ability to rooeat relatively simple 
j.t. 

tasks/manual skilla for fixing and handling the finished products and 

to switch the machine on and off. The maintenance worker on the other 

hand should not only have the manual skills but also a deep professional 

knowledge, in particular, regarding the basic mechanical, electric and 

hydraulic principles. iTiese skill requirements obviously make the 

specialization and division of labour within a niant necessary. 

The opinion on the specialization of maintenance professions is 
far from uniform. Generally, two basic professions are recommended: 
maintenance workers for mechanical systems and maintenance workers 
for electrical systems. 

Special training is necessary for maintenance and repair personnel. 

The training should aim at both the broadening of the general knowledge 

and the mastering of specific technical problems. 

In addition to the formal education at appropriate level 
(vocational schools, technical high-schools, technical universities), 
the qualification of technicians requires specialized practical 
knowledge of maintenance. An example of a basic training programme 
for repair workers is given in Table 3. 

Table  3 

Repair-worker Training Programme   (Sxauple) 

General Millwrights Assignment hours 

1. Assembling and erecting and general maintenance 
of machino8 and shop equipment 

2. Construction of special equipment 
3*  Installation and maintenance of hydraulic and 

pneumatic equipment 
4»  Titting bearing and soraping ways 
5«  Lubrication of machines 
6. Welding and cutting arc and acetylene 
7. Operation of various machines 
8. Related classroom instruction 

Total 
oouroe:    Morrow L.C.: .laintenanoe üíngineering Handbook, Me Graw-îlill, IJY.1957 

pp. 2-19 

2 920 
1 000 

1 000 
5OO 
5OO 

1 000 
5OO 

* S30 
8 000 
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2.  Spar« parte and materials 

3pare parts are used to replace the parts of a machine which 

get v/orn out faster than the machine as a whole. A spare part can 

be defined as that part of a machine and/or equipment, which can 

be used separately as a replacement for the identical, worn out or 

damaged part of the machine. Also a separate functional unit can 

be considered as a spare part, e.g. electric motor, pump, etc. On 

the other hand clamping and cutting implements of lathes for instance 

are not regarded as spare parts, but instead as material inputs. They 

are not depreciated as a part of the value of installed equipment. 

The need for spare parts and materials for maintenance is deter- 

mined similarly to the need for maintenance workers. However, there 

is generally a need for a wide range of different parts. Special 

importance therefore must be ascribed to the supply and stock keeping 

of spare parts. 

In various industries the annual consumption of spare parts 
amounts to 1-4 per cent of the purchase cost of installed 
machine and equipment. Spare parts 3tocks represent 1 to 2 
years' consumption. 

In an average sized chemical plant there are about 10,000 
items on the list of spare parts and about 15,000 iteas on 
the list of repair materials. 

The need for spare parts is especially influenced by the 
degree of standardization of equipment. Fbr 100 machines 
of the same type it is necessary to keep in stock only about 
one third of spare parts compared to what is needed for 
100 machine«.of five different type«. 

3.  Equipment in repair «hope 

Only a oertain part of repair and maintenance activities require 

special floor and equipment capacities, fly their nature repair and 

•aintenanoe mainly are ambulatory. A large part of repairs and the 

dominant   part of maintenance is carried out on the spot of 

installation without moving the machine or equipment. 
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Capital requirement« of repair and maintenance are given by 

- the teohnical outfit of repair shops (machinery and equipment) 

- the working ares; of repair shops 

- mechanical implements (tools) and instruments (e.g. measuring) 

- the stock of spare parts and materials (mentioned in preceding 

chapter). 

The technioal outfit of repair shops is partly characterized by 
the large proportion of universal machines (genoral purpoce 
lathes, drilling, grinding and milling machines of normal siseo) 
and partly by expensive and complex measuring devices. Data on 
the technological structure of machine-tools in repair Bhops in 
USSR are contained in Table 9. 

Table 9 

Composition of Machine-tool« in Repair shoos in engineering Industry 

Kind of the machin« Share (per cent) in the 
total number of machines 
in repair shops 

Centre and turret lathe« 40 - 50 

Vertical and chucking lathe« 2-3 

Boring machines 3-4 

Vertical drilling machine« 7-8 

Radial drilling machine« 2-3 

Milling machine« 7-9 

Planing machine« 7-8 

Shaping (slotting) machia« 2-3 

Grindaro 10 - 12 

Oear milling machine« 6-7 

Other machine« 3-4 

Scuro«t     Jakobson M.C.t Jedinaja «latea» planovopredupreditelaoro 
remonta masino«treitelnyoh predprijatij, Maainostrojenij«, 
Moskva 1967 
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The outfit of repair shops in big plants outside the 
engineering industry (e.g. metallurgical, chemical works) 
is generally more complex and costly. There are special 
anticorrosion shops usually linked to the material testing 
department, boiler shops, pipe shops, stainless steel welding 
shops, etc. Relatively more equipped and bijger are :.lso 
electroshops and particularly shops for the repair of 
measuring and regulation devices. 

The working area of repair shops is, as a rule, relatively 
larger than the area devoted to basic activities in machine- 
tool work«. In repair shops there is a working area of about 
30-35 m2 per worker, which is three times more than the average 
area in processing shops in the machine-tool industry. It 
must be stressed that this estimate conoerns the relation be- 
tween the number of workers and the extent of the area of repair 
shops and not the - different - relation between the total num- 
ber of maintenance and repair workers and the area of repair 
shops (see table 6). 

The investment cost of building up and equipping repair shops 

is determined by the technical outfit of the shops, the working are» 

needed, the costs connected with the initial outfitting with tools, 

and the necessary spare parts and repair materials. The fixed invest- 

ment oosts into repair shops generally represent about 1 - 3 per cent 

of the total fixed investment into a plant. R>r smaller plants higher 

values are valid. 

The value of the stock of spare parts is approximately at the 

•toe level, i.e. 1-3 per cent of the investment. 

4»  Down-time of equipment 

One of the specific implications of repair activities is the 

doui-time during which the machinery partly or entirely is taken out 

of production and whioh accordingly causes losses of production. 

In order to keep these production losses at their minimum the 

plant manager can undertake specific organisational and technical 

measures for shortening the dom-time during the given repair work, 

»arthermore, losses can be reduced by utilising normal idle periods 

of equipment for the repair or utilising reserve capacities. Anally, 
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all mentioned activities reducing the deterioration of equipment and 

the risks for break-downs naturally play an important role in this 

context,    The choice of repair system is largely determined by the 
estimated risk for down-time of the machines. 

The length of time during which the machine  is put out of operation 

due to repairs dependa on the magnitude of the repair.    The down-time 

of equipment in repair can accordingly be reduced by rationalising 

the repairs and planning them well in advance.    Technically repairs 
can be prepared beforehand, mainly by: 

- preparing the necessary technical documentation 

- securing the availability of spare parts needed 

- calculating the repair time and scheduling the repair work 
sequence. 

In many cases it is possible to prepare the scheduled repair 
by dismounting the equipment for a short time and make a dia- 
gnosis of the repair and spare part needs. 

Finally, the risk of losses due to down-time of machinery caused 

by failures and repairs can be minimized by means of reserve equip- 

ment.    These reserves can be kept either in installed equipment of 

productive units or in the repair shops (system of repair through ex- 
change). 

The feasibility of keeping such reserves is shown by the ratio 

between the investment cost of such a solution and the volume of 

probable losses that could be avoided.    Hence it is usually not feasible 

to keep reserves of costly and complex maohinery.    One can also regard 

the possibility to more intensively use other machines of the same kind 

in the case of breakdown and down-time as one kind of spare oapaoity. 

In the engineering industry a universal maohine tool oould be used for 
this purpose. 
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5»      Socialised repair and maintenance shops 

In order to rationalize repair servioes at the sectoral and 

national levels specialized repair shops can be established* 

Generally three types of such repair shops can be distinguished: 
- sectoral shops, 

- repair shops for specific kinds and brands of machines, 

• regional repair shops. 

In addition, it should be mentioned that the most common external 

specialized repair and maintenance service is the one oarried out by 

producers of the equipment. 

Sectoral repair shops are usually established for repair and 

maintenance of special equipment of a certain industry such as oil 

refineries, electro energy and construction industries. 

A sectoral repair shop can be organized as a separate plant or 

as a repair shop attached to some plant within the specific industrial 

sector. Either the personnel of such a specialized repair shop is 

sent out to carry out service in the plant3, or the machines and equip- 

ment are sent to the repair shop. 

Repair shops dealing with specific kind and brands of machines 

represent a progressive form of specialized repair shops. They mainly 

perform over-hauls. 

This kind of specialization makes it feasible to introduce 
methods of large-scale production into repair activities. 
In this way, over-hauls can be carried out at much lower 
cost than if they are done individually by the plants them- 
selves. As a result of specialization of over-hauls in the 
Czechoslovak engineering industry the time needed for over- 
hauls of oertain types of machines was reduced by 75 per oent 
and the labour costs by 50 per cent. The experience shows 
that in order to achieve such substantial savings, the number 
of machines of a certain type to be repaired must reach 
35 pieces annually. 

Some experiments in USSR and in Czechoslovakia show a possibility 
to reduce the down-time of equipment through the "system of 
repairs through exchange". In this system the specialised 
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repair shop concurrently with demounting the ¡»chine for 
©ver-ii*ul deliver« another machine of the aame type in good 
working condition« a« permanent replacement.    This ayotom 
oan only function if the repair« are of high quality and 
if the repaired machines have the same technical parameters 
a« a new machine.    Another precondition for the rational 
uae of this system is the existence of a sufficiently large 
industrial sector and of   a sufficient number of machines. 

Regional repair shops can be used in region« which have a great 

concentration of industrial - mainly «mall-sited - establishments 

with the same repair requiraments.    The main items to be repaired 

are in thi» oase buildings, electro-aotor«, coatings, pipes, electro- 
distribution systems and climatisation equipment. 
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III. REtfB.IAL.  R3PAIR A'ID IULlg:iIAHC3 POLICY :¿¡D J'iltù^OY 

This chapter deals with the economic and organizational aspects 

of renewal,  repair and maintenance on the plant and the aggregate levalo. 

Smohaois  is placed on the plant level and mainly on explaining the or- 

ganization,  the management and control, the book-keeping and recording 

system as well as the analysis of renewal,  repair and Maintenance*  The 

aggregation of these problems will then be discussed,  i.e. the national 

planning of renewal, repair and maintenance,  and the strategy in the 

context of industrial development. 

A.      Plant Level 

!•      Organization und management 

The specific problems of the organization and management of repair 

and maintenance are to decide upon: 

(i)      the degree of specialization of repair shops and repair 

teams in the plant;  -^ 

(ii)    the centralization or decentralization of repair capacities; 

and 

(iii)  the organization of management for the repair and maintenance 

activities. 

The choice of the appropriate degree of specialization depends 

mainly on the size of the enterprise.    The larger the plant is,  the 

more can the repair facilities be specialized.    In smaller enterprises 

all the maintenance and repair activities are concentrated in one mainte- 

nance department, while over-hauls and special services are carried out 

by external shops.    In large plants the specialization can lead to the 

establishment of a system of internal maintenance units.    3uch a system 

oould include: 

a)      maintenance of machines and equipment 

(i)      mechanical shops (machine tool shops) 

(ii)    welding shops (pipe shops, tinsmith shops, boiler shops, etc.) 

The problems of specialized repair and maintenance «hops functioning 
at the sectoral or regional basis have been dealt with in Part II* 
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b) transportation equipment maintenance 

c) electrical maintenance (shops for electro-motors,  etc.) 

d) maintenance of radio-technique,  measuring and regulation devices 

e) joiner's maintenance 

f) construction maintenance (bricklayer crews,  scaffolding crewa, etc.). 

The specialization of maintenance capacities depends,  however, not 

only on the size of the plant,  but also on the technology and organization 

of the main production activity.    Thus, in the chemical  industry, in the 

production of electrical energy, and in auch metallurgy or engineering 

industries which require a high precision of machine-tools,  the speciali- 

zation generally is rather far reaching *b« 

The second mentioned problem to be solved by tho management is the 

choice between centralized and decentralized maintenance capacities. The 

follovjing alternatives are possible: 

a) Centralized maintenance capacities, organized either as 

(i)       an independent repair plant of an enterprise  (or a trustj, 

(ii)    a central workshop within the plant, or as 

(iii)  several workshops,  one for each major section of the plant. 

b) Decentralized workshops within the productive sections 

c) A combination of a) and b) based on several smaller detached shops 

which are combined with the central workshop.     This can be organized 

either as: 

(i)      decentralized workshops,   with the planning,  the spare parts 

stocking and the inspection being centralized in the chief 

maintenance department;  or 

(ii)    decentralized workshops in the large productive sections and 

centralized maintenance for smaller departments,  and also 

centralized maintenance for certain kinds of equipment which 

have special requirements for maintenance. 

The choice of the appropriate degree of specialization depends on 

the actual costs,  the quality and the quantity of activities as well as 

the actual down-time of machines in reoair. 
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Finally,  there ie a basic organizational problem in regard to 

manaeemont of repair and maintenance activities.    A decision must be 

taken on the degree of centralization of management and on the incor- 

poration of maintenance and repair activities within the organisational 

set-up of the enterprise.    Two alternative solutions are possible for 

the latter problem: 

(i)    all personnel is subordinated to the chief of the whole repair 

section (usually for electro-maintenance, maintenance of measuring 

devices and maintenance of buildings); 

(ii) the personnel is partly subordinated to the chiefs of various 

production sections, and to the maintenance chief only in regard 

to methodology and professional aspects of maintenance and repair. 

The maintenance chief is alternatively subordinated 

(i)      to the production manager, 

(ii)    to the technical manager or 

(iii)  to the director. 

The subordination to the production direotor is often problematic, 

since maintenance in the 3hort term may conflict with the aim to maximize 

the output.    There may be a tendency to postpone or neglect repairs.    This 

risk can be avoided or reduced, if the technioal manager is in charge. 

The direct subordination of the maintenance manager to the direotor,  finally, 

is particularly suitable for large plants with complex equipment and a 

great number of repair and maintenance workers. 

As can be seen,  there are no fixed criteria for choosing one of these 

alternatives.    The choice depends on the aotual conditions in the enter- 

prise and its experiences from the past. 

2.     The recording system 

The analysis and planning * repair and renewal necessarily requires 

a systematic collection of inforna*ion on the existing oapital stock and 

its development.    This information usually serves as a basis not only 

for the actual managing of repair and aaintenanoe activities, but also 

for tax calculation, capacity planning, etc. 
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The two basic kinds of records aro the financial book-keeping 

and the operational technical recording. 

The financial book-keeping deals with money-value of installed 

plants and equipment,  of depreciation,   of maintenance and repair conta,etc. 

It requires a stock-taking of plants and équipaient which is a 

problem in itself, since it depends on the method of evaluation. In 

general,  there are three ways of evaluating the existing capital stock: 

- in terr.is of the original purchase cost, 

- in terms of contemporary purchase co3t, 

- in terms of balance value  (net,  after depreciation). 

Generally,  however,  the method to be used for evaluating installed 

plants and equipment is determined by governmental regulations. 

The value of installed plants and equipment includes tha purchase 

coat, transportation cost and the cost of putting them into operation, 

i.e.  the assembling, mounting and installation. 

The operational technical recording is the source of primary in- 

formation for the control of renewal,   repair and maintenance activities. 

Basic elements are the inventory list and the inventory card. 

The inventory list summarizes the installation of plants and equip- 

ment in a chronological order,  while the inventory card gives the 

detailed basic information on plants and equipment.     The inventory card 

usually serves both the financial accounting and technical decisions. 

The contents and form of such a card naturally depend upon the land of 

plant and equipment and the maintenance system.    An illustrative example 

is given in Table 10. 

Usually,  the necessary details and records concerning maintenance, 

lubrication and spare parts are noted on the card.   'Records on the costs 

of individual pieces of equipment on the other hand are only kept for 

valuable equipment and if highly developed systems of accounting are used. 

These records serve as a basis for a systematic evaluation of renewal 

alternatives. 
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To enable a rational decision on renewal,  repair ani maintenance 

it is important to have a constant flow of up-to-date information on 

innovations,  i.e. new technologies and new machines,  which offer possible 

alternatives to those currently in use. 

The introduction of a rational information system on installed plants 

and equipment requires various methodological and organizational pre- 
conditions,  such as: 

(i)      the definition of an   "inventory item" 

(ii)    the determination of its code number 

(iii) the classification of plants and equipment 

(iv)    introduction of the new plants and equipment in the 

control records 

(v)     regulations concerning periodical inventories. 

An "inventory item" is the smallest separate unit of plants and 

equipment.    The concept "inventory item" is usually determined in tax 

laws which define the minimum value of an "inventory item" or the 

minimum period of its service life.    In this way a dividing line is drawn 

between investment items and other, minor or short-lived items.    In the 

case of buildings, each separate building is an inventory item, irrespective 

of whether it actually stands alone or is located within a block of 

buildings.    In the case of structures, each separate part which fulfills 

a certain technical or economic function and has all accessories of the 

whole complex forms an inventory item.    More complicated is the definition 

of an inventory item in those kinds of equipment which have a large number 

of components and various accessories.    The telephone system of a plant, 

for instance, can be considered as one item including connecting lines 

and telephone sets.    In the case of a boil»r house it is, however, opoortune 

to use the boiler with the supporting frame, gallery and foundation as a 

separate inventory item, and the economizer, the ventilator, pipes, stock, 

fly ash handling equipment,  etc each as separate inventory items. 

Code numbering of inventory items enables a permanent, uniform and 

univooal identification of plants and equipment by a symbol, usually a 

number.    Code numbering is the best solution also for mechanized recording. 

Sino« the number of inventory items generally arrives at thousands, it is 
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in such cao«» not possible to make a separat« coding for the technical 

characteristics of each item. 

As a rule,  the items are numbered chronologically.    Sometimes it 

is useful to combine the identification number with the classification 

number, as shown in Table 11. 

Table 11 

An example of a system of code-numbering of plants and equipment 

Classi- 
fication 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

I roup of plants and Inventory 
equipment number 

Buildings 101 - 199 

Structures 201 - 299 

Power equipment 3001 - 3999 

Production machinery and equipment     40001 - 49999 

Power distribution equipment 5001 - 5999 

Transportation equipment óOOl - 6999 

Instruments etc. 7001 - 7999 

Animals 301 - 899 

Land,  land improvements 901 - 999 

dumber of 
possible 

itsms 

99 

99 

999 

9999 

999 

999 

999 

99 

99 

The further basic step for introducing an information system is 

the classification of plants and equipment.    The simplest and moot general 

way of classifying capital means is to divide them into two groups: 

buildings and machinery.    These two groups can be divided further in 

a more detailed classification.    The machinery component,  for instance, 

oan be broken down into: production machinery and equipment, power equip- 

ment, driving and transmission equipment,  transportation means, instru- 

ments, etc.    However, even this type of classification is usually too 

rough to serve as an operational technical information system.    An 

example of a more detailed classification is given in Table 12. which 

shows the decimal classification system used in the Csechoslovak en- 

gineering industry.    In this oase a olassifioation number stands for 

* rather detailed teohnioal characteristic. 
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Classification 
oode 

4 
402 

4024 

40241 
402412 

4024122 

Tabi»   12 

Decimai classification antea      (exaaple) 

Description 

Maohine» 

Machines in engineering industry 

Metal-cutting machines 

Centre lathes 

Centre lathes with 250-315 mm turning 
diameter 

Centre lathes with 250-315 ran turning 
diameter and 750-1000 mm bed length 

The introduction of the new plants and equipment in the control 

records is an important measure for the information system.   Obviously, 

the starting point for the reoord-keeping of plants and equipment is 

the installation during which the following actions are to be taken: 

(i)     the item is given an "inventory number"; 

(ii)    the item is registered in an inventory list; 

(iii) a permanent equipment record (inventory card) is 
established; 

(iv)    the technical documentation is registered. 

ThM PTiodioal inventories are the revisions of the records which 
from time to time are necessary.    They are based on a comparison of the 
reoords with the real state of plants and equipment. 

An inventory of plants and equipment is usually combined with the 

inventories of other items of the capital assets, such as unfinished 

investments, unfinished production, stocks of material, stocks of pro- 

ducts, etc    The inventory of plants and equipment can be carried out 

in connection with a teohnical inspection.   A special case of inventory 

is the so-oalled "general inventory», organised for the whole industry 
or oountry. 
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3.      Analysis of the economic efficiency 

The analysis of "needs and resources" of renewal, repair, etc. is 

explicitly or implicitly an optimization analysis.    Repair requirements 

of a machine are not determined exclusively by the technical circum- 

stances,  i.e. by it3 physical wear and technical functions.    Ultimately, 

also criteria of economic efficiency play a decisive role,  cince a de- 

cision to carry out a repair also means an extension of the   "life" of 

the existing part of installed capacities.    Such a decision therefore 

necessarily is an outcome of economic rather than purely technological 

considerations. 

The methodology of assessing the economic efficiency for decisions 

on new investment as well as on repair and renewal is subject to profound 

theoretical discussions in the literature.    In the following some of the 

basic methodological concepts will be introduced.    It should be noted 

that the problem of evaluation cannot be solved by a mere application of 

simple or even complex formulas based on a system of indicators.    It must 

also include the utilization of relevant broader experiences and quali- 

fied prognoses. 

The logical  structure of the efficiency evaluation is the confron- 

tation of the aimed utility function with the given restrictions.    The 

first methodological precondition for such an evaluation therefore is 

the establishing of an utility function.    Usually,  the maximization of 

profit is considered to be the main utility function.    In the case of 

repair vis-a-vis renewal the maximization of profit is identidal with 

the minimization of production costs.    Thus, the  first step of efficiency 

evaluation is the  calculation of the operation coBts. 

,Jni calculation of the operation costs of a repaired machine as 

compared with the costs of a new machine is usually rather complicated, 

auch a calculation therefore both can and should be limited to consider 

those items which are specifically subject to changes due to renewal, 
tuoh as: 

- basic wages 

- depreciation charges 

- materials cost 
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- instruments cost 

- repair and maintenance cost 

- energy 

- technical preparation of production. 

The main restriction for achieving the given utility function 

are the investment funds or the investment costs respectivtly.    These 

consist not only of the actual investment outlays (purchasing or repair 

costs,  respectively), but also of the costs of introducing the nevi 

technology, the costs of installation, the costs connected with the 

démontage, etc. 

An illustrative example of a calculation of operation costs and 

investment costs is civen in  fable 13.    In the example we assume that 

two universal centre lathes are in operation.    One of the lathes is 

now due for an over-haul, and the other will be due for an over-haul 

in two years time. 

The two alternatives to be evaluated are: 

(A)    the carrying out of these over-hauls 

(S)    the replacement of the two lathes by one semi-automatic 

lathe. 

Table 13 

evaluation of the Sconomio Efficiency of a Hepair 

and/or Replacement of a Machine 

I.      CHARACTERloTICS 

Subject of analysis: 

Product-mix and 
volume of output: 

Description of alter- 
native solutions: 

Replacement of two universal lathes by a 
semi-automatic profiling lathe. 

No changes. 

Alternative A: 

Alternative B: 

Maintaining the old technology; 
production on two universal 
lathes utilized for more  than 
two shifts a day; lathes require 
major over-haul. 
Introduction of a new technology; 
usage of one new semi-automatic 
lathe. 
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Table 13 (oon.) 

II.    OPERATIONAL COST   (in $) 

«•fit« 

Materials (basic) 

Material« (overhead) 

Energy 

Instrument« 

Routine repair« and maintenance 

Depreciation charge« 

Reject« 

Technical preparation of 
production 

Total savings in oaa« of 
alternative B 

Alternative 

A                    B 

Differences 
between 
alternatives 

(A- B) 

3030 1310 1720 

1030 1200 -170 

330 350 - 20 

300 400 100 

690 1300 -610 

200 30 170 

80 -80 

1110 

III. RESOURCE ll£gUIHBi2NT3   (in S) 

Alternative 

A                    B 

Differences 
between 
alternatives 

(B-A) 

Investaent outlay« - 8750 3750 

Over-haul ooat 5430 -5430 

Balance (resale) value of 
discarded lathes -2000 -2000 

Start-up costs associated 
with new aaohine 250 250 

Difference in outlays 15T0 

IT.    RESULTS 

a)    Annual savings in production ooat 

e)     Biffarono« in invoatawnt (onoe for all) outlays 

1110 U3S 

1570 U33 
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If the replacement is carried out instead of the two over-hauls 

the wage costs will be reduced.    On the other hand, the costs of electro- 

energy, maintenance and routine repairs, of instruments and of the 

technical preparation of production will increase.    The costs of an 

over-haul of an universal lathe are estimated at U33 3,000.    The present 

value of the second machine-tool over-haul is naturally leas,  since it 

ocours first in two years' time.    The cost of a new semi-automatic lathe 

is estimated at USÎ 10,000.    The costs for introducing the new technology 

represent about U35 300.    The replacement of t;<o universal lathes by one 

semi-automatic lathe will reduce the floor area by 10 m2.    It is appropriate 

to include the reduction in floor area (expressed in investment outlays 

per 10 m2 of floor area)   in the calculations,   since all rationalization 

measures within the given plant also should economize on floor area, 

thereby reducing th* requirements for extensions. 

There are different methods for evaluating the efficiency of renewal 

and repair.    The simplest methods are based on the following criteria: 

- the length of the pay-off time (minimizing) 

- the rate of return (maximizing) 

- the average cost  (minimizing). 

Bach of these methods can be applied in a variety of forms.    Here, 

however, we will only deal with the simplest forms of application. 

The method based on the length of pay-off is applied in the following 

procedure:    The annual cost savings resulting from the use of the new 

machine vis-à-vis the utilization of the old machine, are compared with 

the amount of investment according to the formula: 

* .   hlh 
°1 - °2 

where   k   is the coefficient of economic efficiency of the renewal (2) 
M oompared with the over-haul (l); 

I,, I-        are the purchasing costs involved in the over-haul (I.) 
or renewal (l2); and 

C^f Cg       are the annual costs of production of the old repaired 
machine (C.) or the new machine  (Cp). 
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The results of the calculation are then confronted with a "normative" 

pay-off period,  which plays the decisive role in evaluating the results 

of an efficiency analysis of this kind. 

In the case mentioned in table 13, the coefficient representing 

the pay-off time is 

*   -     iffi     -     1.4 

This recult is usually interpreted in that way that the new maohine 

pays for itself in 1.4 years.    If the minimum pay-off period has been 

determined to,  for instance,  2 years -{ the alternative of renewal is 

acceptable. 

The rate of return method is in its simplest version very similar 

to the above pay-off method. Its basic component is a coefficient re- 

presenting the inverted value of the above mentioned formula, viz.: 

^1 "* ^2 *B re<*UC0<* ty *ne depreciation charges caused by the installation 

of the new machine.    The empirical value of the calculation is then com- 

pared with the required rate of return.    In the case presented in Table 13, 

the value of the coefficient is 

u. HIP n  ,, k   "    Ï57Ô     "    °*71 

This value is - explicitly or implicitly - compared with an internal 

rate of return. If this internal rate is set at for instance 20 ,», the 

renewal (which has a rate of return of 71 /»)  would in this case be re- 

commended. 

The minimum average cost method basically means that an item is to 

be replaced when the sum of the lowest combined annual average of opera- 

tine costs and capital costs of a new machine is smaller than the cor- 

responding average of costs caused hereafter by the old machine. 

1/ According to the Journal Manufacturing Industries, Vol.XV, No.l, p.27, 
about 60 ,3 of US companies require the pay-off period in the range of 
between 1.5 and 3 years. 
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ÏWt netted can te llluetrated by a hypothetical ••»pi..   Accordi«« 
to the flßurao ¿Ivan in &AmJA, tu« «mimo« .Wrtt€, «»^ of a ^ 

machina with imn yaore aervioe lift in t 4336.    Ih« replacement l. 
oarried «ut t4Mn th« old, rocina rahin« OOUNI a minimum average 
©oot which 1« higher than this fleur,,    A« a rule,  th. pwaent annual 
operating ooata of an old amohina ara oonaldored to ba at too ir ninim«, 
olnoe it ia aeouewd that tha ooata az« rialng fro«, yaar to year. 

A ;>robleei coawa to ouoh fori of effioiency analyaie ia tha tina 
Hfrfftt of ««Pital ooata and operatine ooata.    Thia adjustment ia 

•arriad out to diaoooat raoaipta and otponditurae aproad unevenly orar 
time,    IheoreticaHy, tha intarnal rate of return for «placeront ahould 
ba Meter than (or «qual to) tha rat« of return obtainable from alter- 
natif lnveatmenta with com arable riak and tax «tatua) and lower than 
(or equal to) tha ooata for obtaining oat aide financing. 

Z* ÄfciS-U «n example la given also of a calculation with tiaa 
aAjuotnaat.   me lntoreat rata uaad ia 10 per oant.    In thla oaaa tba 
ra.»wal la «ffiolent If tha annual average ooata of tha old machine ara 
hifter than $ 417>, comparati with tlao-adjueted total ooat. 
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4«  Planning 

Planning of renewal and repair can be defined as the explicit 

coordination of future requirements and supplies. Thu3, it is the 

establishing of a material balance of the requirements for renewal 

J        repair and maintenance in physical and/or value terms against available 

repair and maintenance capacities, including allowance for external 

services and supplies. Two different kinds of plans can be distin- 

guished, i.e. general plans and operational plana. 

General plans mainly aim at balancing on a long-term basis the 

requirements of renewal, repair and maintenance against available 

resources within the framework of the system of plans of the enter- 

prioes. In the case of long and medium-term plans, ranging from 

about 4-10 years, great attention has to be paid to the choice be- 

tween renewal and over-hauls as alternatives of the equipment strategy. 

Another crucial point of long-term planning is the assessment of future 

oapacity resources for repair and maintenance. 

While the long-term olan consista of a system of rather aggregated 

indicators, the annual plan for renewal, repair and maintenance is more 

detailed. The example given in Appendix I of this chapter can be re- 

garded as an illustration of a system of indicators suitable for annual 

planning of repair. 

The concrete programming of repair and maintenance activities is 

a matter of operational plans. Their character and form depend on the 

choice of maintenance system (see table 5). Two basic kinds of opera- 

tional plans for maintenance can be distinguished! (i) plans baaed on 

inspection regulations, viz. "after-checking planning", and (ii) plans 

baaed on fixed maintenance and repair standards. 

After-checking operatinnal planning of repair requires qualified 

and experienced personnel (inspectors), advanced operative planning in 

repair shops and a relatively large stock of spare parts. It is pri- 

marily suitable for buildings and structures and for equipment with an 

ambiguous course of wear. An illustrative example of planning on the 

basis of inspection regulations is given in Table 15. 
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Qperational planning baaed on fixed repair standards i3 the 

basic characteristic of standard repair and planned preventive (peri- 

odical) repair. Its basic precondition is an elaborated system of 

standards. It is suitable for equipment involving a great safety 

risk and for a great number of identical machines of equipment in 

large-scale production. An example of standards for this kind of 

operational planning is shown in Figure ¡? and in Pables 16 and 17. 

The basic distinction between the mentioned systems of operation 

planning is the different degree of the flexibility of plans, faking 

into consideration that in reality the needs for renewal and repair 

are to a certain degree influenced by factors of accidental natura, 

it is realised that operation planning must always be flexible to 

ootne extent. Even in the moat developed systems of maintenance, cer- 

tain decisions remain to be made from day to day. 
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W *7 
Stanarli fttr ««pair in the Chamfoal Industry (ir-;.»;, 

equipment:    Centrifugal vertical pump, 10-25 m3/hr, 70 m, 2900 r.p.ra. 8 
Vw of repair oyele:    7 B-25-60 

cw 

R   •   routine repair 

N   •   medium repair 

0   •   over-haul. 

iCind     Cyole of 
of        the first 
repair over-haul 
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Repair     Duration 
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(hours)   repair 
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0 
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B»      Ihe ag,?regate level 

fliere  is a number of problems of rational maintenance,  repair and 

renewal policy which exceeds both the technical and economic capacities 

of a plant and must be solved at the multi-plant,  sectoral and or 
national levels. 

The setting of these problems and their methodological solution 

depend on the over-all context of economic policy.    Thus,  the formulation 

of the problems and the proposed solutions will obviously be different 

in a market economy and in a centrally planned economy. 

1.      Analysis and planning 

The acgre ate analysis and planning of repair and renewal of plants 

and equipment,  aiming at coordinating future requirements and supplies, 

differ from the methods and the  objectives used at the  plant  level. 

In sectoral and ;nacro-economic considerations regarding the pro- 

cess of industrialization,  the asseoient of requirements and resources 

for renewal,  repair and maintenance is obviously based on highly aggre- 
gated indicators. 

a)      Demand 

2he preceding paragraphs dealt with repair and maintenance of indi- 

vidual machines,  pieces of equipment, buildings and structures.    The 

analysis of a system of e.g. a machine park must describe the process 

of depreciation,  renewal, modernization, etc.  with quite different methods. 

The model of the development of machine-tools shown in Appendix II gives 

a relevant illustration of the content and methodology of planning and 
analysis at that level. 

As will be explained below,   the aggregate demand for renewal,  repair 

and maintenance depends on the characteristics 0f the in.t.aiW nfrj*%\t 

i.e.    the volume and the age characteristic and the structure from the 
point of view of service life. 

It is self-explanatory that with the increase in the volume of 

capital means in a given sector or country,  the demand for renewal, 
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repair and maintenance services increases as well. It is, however, 

difficult to make generalizations of the ratio of this demand to the 

value of capital stock. On the one hand, the importance of the de- 

mand tends to increase not only in absolute terms, but also m relative 

tonas due to the continuing process of mechanisation and automation. 

On the other hand, the demand can be reduced through the pursuance of 

a rational policy of renewal, by means of rationalizing designs of 

machinery and, last out not least, by rationalization of the repair 

and maintenance activities. 

Capital Output Ratios of 

Industry branches 

Pood, beverages and tobacco 

Textiles 

Wood and wood products 

Pulp and paper 

Printing and publishing 
Rubber 

Leather 

Clothing 

Non-metallic minerals 

Chemicals 

Petroleum 

Basio metals 

Metal products 

Table 18 

Manufacturing Industries jn the United ütates 

Total 

U33¿/ 

0,81 

0.91 

0.78 

1.13 

O.óó 

0.70 

0.43 

0.38 

1.18 

0.89 

5.Ó4 

2.34 

0.83 

Machinery (including electrical 
and transportation equipment) 

UJ5      per cent of total 

0.41 
0.51 

0.39 
0.65 

0.42 
0.44 

ü.19 

0.18 

0.67 

0.35 

0.94 
0.92 

0.51 

51 

45 
50 

58 

64 
63 

44 

53 

43 
61 

17 

39 
62 

¿/ Dollar of purchasing oost of oapital per dollar value added in 
1953 prices. 

Souroe:    Compiled on the basis of unpublished materials supplied by 
Harvard Eoonomio Research Project. 
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In ¿renerai,  it can be assumed that the extent of wear and the 

requirements  for renewal,  reoair and maintenance aro a function of 

th-3 a¿e of the 3took_ofj)lant8 and équipent.     With increasing aCe 

the maintenance and repair requirements are growing,  mostly with an 

accelerated rate.    The ago characteristics of piante and  equipment 

therefore  play an important role  in tine scheduling the requirements. 

3ut the rule  i3 not without  exceptions.    Old equipment  (and buildings 

as well;  is often used for auxiliary purposes only,   their precision 

and performance requirement are usually less  strict,     Pais can 

reduce their needs for renewal,  reoair and maintenance. 

The various categories of capital means differ in regard to their 

needs for repair.     The simplest example for this can be found in the 

differences between the volume of renewal,  repair and maintenance re- 

quirements  for buildings and that  for machines.     Thus,  depending on 
these structural characteristics the  saune volume of capital can be asso- 

ciated with entirely different volumes of repair needs.    A larger share 

of machinery and equipment results obviously in relatively big-^r 
requirements. 

In  Pable 18 data aie í;iven of the  share of machinery and equip- 

ment  in the total value of fixed capital assets  in various .manufacturing 

industries  in the UJA.     ¿.Ton these data conclusions can be drawn about 

the  relatively higher requirements  for renewal,   repair and maintenance 

of the installed capital  in metal-working industries,   printing and 

oublishing,   chemicals and rubber,  as compared with e.g.  the petroleum 
industry. 

The data contained in  Table 2 show very different requirements 

for renewal and repair for different kinds of buildings,  structurée and 

equipment,    equipment in the construction industry,  for instance, has 

much greater reoair requirements (the costs of an over-haul represent 

in average more  than 10 per cent of the purchase costs per year)  than 

machine tools in the machinery (in average about  5 per cent)  U. 

1/ These estimates of service life and cost of over-hauls were  originally 
designed for financing renewal and over-hauls out of a special fund. 
Mainly the following data were used:    estimates of average service 
life,   standards for a cycle of major over-hauls (according to the 
system of olanned preventiva repairs),  and the relationship between 
the over-haul costs and  purchase costs of a machine. 
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There  is a spacial relacionship between the cost of machines and 

the cost of their over-haul.    As a rule,  over-hauls of costly machinas 

have relatively lower costs of repair as related to their  jurchasing 

cost than cheaper machines.     Phis applies,  for instance,  for machine" 

tools.    There are several causes for this relationship.    The most  im- 

portant cause  is probably the fact  that  low-coot machines mainly are 

oroduced in larSe  series,   whereas their over-hauls are carried out  indi- 

vidually.     Phe difference  in labour productivity of repair shops .and 

of production units of new machines is in this case more pronounced 

than in case  of larger and complex machines,  which are often oroduced 
as unique pieces. 

Hepair and renewal requirements a.e,  generally,   interdependent: 

Machinery and equipment with higher renewal requirements also demand 

«ore repair.    However,   in some caaes the accelerated renewal of equio- 

ment  (shortening of service  life)  can result in the reduction of needs 

for repair.     In such a situation,   the renewal requirements and repair 
requirements exclude each other. 

b)      -Supply 

From the national or sectoral point of view the resources required 

for renewal,  repair and maintenance consist of specialized labour, 

capital, material supplies and stocks and specific imports of ;Toods 
(equipments and span parts). 

Repair activities are characterized by lar^ labour inouta both 

in regard to the quaittty and the quality of the  labour required.    This 

i. partly due to the fact that manual work prevails in the actual pro- 

ductive time and partly to the relatively low share of actual  productive 

time (35  » - 50 ,0) of the total working time of repair personnel.     Jven 

with a ¿cod orjanisation,  the bulk of the working time of repair workers 

is spent on preparatory activities. 

In the framework of the whole economy large resources of labour 

usually are engaged in repair activities.    Out of the population of 

14 million of Chechoslovakia for instance there are about 500,000 repair 
workers. 
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Compared to the labour input in repair activities the capital input« 

are gene-ally not large.  Phus, in Czechoslovak repair shops there is 

only 23,000 Kcs worth of fixed capital stock per worker, whereas in the 

ohemical industry the figure is 220,000 Kcs. 

Material inputs are also not large in volume.  The variety of ma- 

terials required in repair shops on the other hand is genially lar;e. 

Keeping an adequate leve] of stocks of spare parts and storiale there- 

fore requires relatively large amounts of workin:; capital. 

A country's requirements for maintenance can normally be met only 

partially by domestic resources.  The decree of self-sufficiency in 

maintenance services, in supplies of s are ;>arts, etc. depends primarily 

on the size of the economy and on the level of the ecoaonic, particularly 

the industrial development achieved. Developing countries are to a larje 

extent dependent on imports of capital goods, especially machinery. This 

is reflected in the high import rates of maintenance services and de- 

liveries of spare parts and components for renewal. 

c)  Techniques of planning 

A country's plans for renewal, repair and maintenance at the aggre- 

gate level are generally not prepared in details, and they only excep- 

tionally have the form of material balance sheets. This also is true 

for centralists planning systems, where in most cases only partial 

analysis and plans are made with a view to applying specific policy 

measures. 

Such a partial analysis can for instance aim at assessing the needs 

for renewal. Sectoral studies would then be the most suitable method 

of analysis. The sectoral studies are generally examining the existing 

state of installed capital means and the overall investment climate and 

will include the evaluation of installed machines from the viewpoint of 

their reolacement by new machines. Por the latter ourpose the techno- 

logical level of machines has to be reviewed and be compared with the 

technological innovations. 

The analysis of the needs for renewal, based on the examination 
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of the economic efficiency of replacement investment, usually require. 

Plenty of data and large inputs of highly qualified labour. ,ihen these 

prerequisites are not available, a different, less demandine method of 

comparative analysis is being used. The technological level and structure 

the age and composition of machinery and equipment in a certain sector   ' 

of the country in question are then compared with the situation in another 

country in which this specific sector is more developed,  ¿he volarne of 

resources needed can subsequently be calculated by usine approximative 
methods. 

2.  Policy measures 

Governmental action in solving renewal, repair and maintenance 

problems mostly takes the form of technical, organizational as „ell as 

financial policy measures. The te^ùç^j^.jiros include the promotion 

or eventually the actual establishing of: 

- specialized repair shops and servicing facilities 

- central stocks of spare parts 

- design and technical bureaus, research institutes and 

organs of state inspection 

- educational and training facilities, etc. 

These actions must be based on a systematic analysis of the economic 

and technical feasibility from the national point of  view.  ThU3, the 

question of the establishment and the size of specialized renair shoos, 

stocks, and the various institutions must be thoroughly investigated. ' 

Specialized repair shops as the technical basic for rational 

supplies and services have been discussed in Chapter II.B.  In regard 

to the organization of specialized repair shoos it is necessary to 

consider on one hand the savings, resulting from hi: aer productivity 

of the shops and the improved quality and shorter time of the repair 

service, and on the other hand the losses. Those are mainly increased 

transport costs, the reduced flexibility and speed in coping with break- 

downs and the lack of knowledge of concrete conditions of equipment 

operation. 
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To determine a sanerai, appropriate ratio between (a) the volume 

of repair and maintenance to be oarried out by workshops of plants and 

(b) the volume performed by external suppliers is not possible. The 

ratios of different industries vary substantially,  rhey also depend 

on the type of capital raeana in use. Large differences exist even be- 

tv/een different countries. These differences cannot be explained merely 

by the different levels of industrial development, but also by actual 

habits, traditions ;.nd the institutional set-up. In UÒA, for instance, 

about 30 per cent of all plants use external repair services, but the 

external suppliers perform on average only 7.6 per cent of the total 

volume of repair work. In the Federal Republic of Germany and in 

¿astern Germany, on the other hand, chemical plants use external ser- 

vices to a very little extent. In Japan, finally, repairs are usually 

performed by external firms, particularly by the suppliers of the equip- 

ment. 

Decisions regarding central stocks of spare parts at the national, 

sectoral or regional levels are based on similar considerations. 

Specialized repair shops also form a natural basis for storing and 

distributing the spare parts. 

The design and technical bureaus, research institutes and organs 

of state inspections have the following functions: 

- to provide consultative services in regard to the rational 

repair and maintenance of equipment; 

- to develop the "type" project of the organization and the 

techniques of repair and maintenance; 

- to adapt the design of imported machinery and equipment 

to local conditions; 

- to develop a system of technical standards, which would 

promote the unification and standardization of the equip- 

ment; 

- to establish a system of state inspection for orucial parts 

of plants and equipment (electro energy, hydropower plants, etc.), 

especially in cases where major safety risks are involved. 
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The government plays an important role in promoting or establish- 

ing these institutions. Many developing countries lack this necessary 

institutional set-up. 

In the field of education and training the governmental policy 

comprises the following measures: 

- promotion of the education of skilled labour by establishing 

training centres and vocational schoolu; 

- encouragement of closer contacts between industries and 

educational institutions; 

- inclusion of the problems of maintenance, repair and proper 

operation of equipment into the curricula of vocational 

schools; 

- the organization of exchanging experience among repair and. 

maintenance personnel. 

In addition to these various direc actions, the government can 

apply indirect measures. In order to promote proper maintenance, re- 

pair and renewal, the government can specifically impose some of the 

following policies: 

(i) a rational depreciation policy aiming to create conditions 

for efficient modernization of installed plants and equip- 

ment; 

(ii) tax and credit policy measures, or subsidies and/or state 

capital participation to promote the establishing of 

specialized repair shops, stores of spare parts, and 

specialized plants producing spare parts; 

(iii) foreign exchange and tariff regulations to create con- 

ditions for adequate imports of spare parts and technical 

services as well as for the rational policy of renewal of 

machines which are not produced domestically. 

Taking into account the adverse balance of payments and scarcity 

of foreign exchange, generally prevailing in developing countries, the 
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policy decisions related to foreign exchange outlays on imports of 

replacement parts and maintenance services require a special attention. 

In short,  it can be said that the policy maker in a developing country 

has a two-fold task.    Firstly,  he must minimize foreign exchange outlays 

on imports of spare parts and maintenance services.    Secondly,  he has 

to assure the continuous and adequate supply of these items to all 

public and private enterprises. 

To achieve these aims,  the government could adopt several measures. 

First of all the Government should endeavour to increase the efficiency 

of maintenance and the economy in spare parts utilization.    In this 

connexion it is important to improve the skills of maintenance and re- 

pair personnel assigned to identify tho causes of break-down and to 

specify the ordering of apare parts and services.    In regard to admini- 

strative restrictions and tariffs on imports of spare parts a flexible 

policy is needed which could allow to speed up the delivery of spare 

parts.     Imports of spare parts should be given a special treatment from 

the point of view of both customs procedures and tariff policies.    Finally, 

the government could take measures aiming at rigorous import substitution 

policy with a view to building up domestic repair shops and workshops 

producing spare parts. 

In promoting the domestic production and services the government 

should not restrict itself to levying high tariffs on imports of spare 

parts to protect the local producers from foreign competition.    Temporary 

tariff barriers have to be accompanied by additional,  positive measures 

from the part of the govsrnraent.    Thus,  local production could be sti- 

mulated by technical services,  credits, training facilities,  etc.    A 

mere introduction of administrative or tariff restrictions on imports 

of spare parts and maintenance services may bring certain foreign ex- 

change savings in the short run, but will  inevitably lead to under- 

utilization of equipment.    Since generally large amounts of foreign 

exchangs had been spent on the equipment,   there will then be no saving 
in the long run. 

If,  in the case of export industrie»,  the foreign exchange savings 

achieved through reducing the imports of spare parts and maintenance 

services have adverse effects on the output, the savings could be easily 
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ooapared with the eventual loase« in export proceeds. In domestic 

market oriented industries the corresponding cost-benefit calculation 

involves a comparison of losses in output against the foreign exchange 

savings. Here a shadow price will be used for the foreign exchange in 

order to evaluate the losses in supplies for the domestic market. In 

addition it must be taken into account that the demand for other imported 

goods may increase. This could be due to the fact that certain domestic 

industries are forced to operate at a lower capacity because of lack of 

spare parts, etc. and that the demand therefore cannot be fully met by 

the dornestio production. 

3*  Data requirements 

flor the above mentioned measures the governmental bodies and other 

relevant institutions require information on existing plants and their 
equipment. 

The system for collecting the data as well aa the type of data aaked 

for are obviously related to the given economic system. In a market 

eoonomy capital means are only exceptionally subject to centralized 

stock-taking, whereas in centrally planned economies usually very detailed 

information on capital stock in the whole national economy are collected 

and used in ministries, planning agencies, etc. 

For the first group of countries usually indireot methods of 

••ï4P»tes are applied. The neoessary data is arrived at from: 

- balance sheets of individual oompanies; 

- retrospective data on investment; 

- data on output, imports and exports of capital goods; and 

- inquiries, mainly by sampling method^ 

In a oentrally planned economy the fixed oapital stock and its 

development is normally subject to a very detailed system of informati«». 

In Chechoslovakia, for Ínstanos, a centralised system was introduced to 

^ lLînJ!îrPl-*î*n *î "•ntlon*d tha* «»e US journal American Machinist 
•«tout questionnaires to asoertain the state of machinery in the 
metalworking industry. 
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obtain information on the statt and the annual changes of all machinery 

in engineering industry, of railv/ajr wagons, important machines in coa] 
mining,   etc. 

The data collected are not only in terns of value out al3o of 

technical nature.    The whole system is based on a rational  com-mting 

technique  (punch carde).    The contents of the system can bo seen from 

the  illustrative example of a   mnch card on Pable 19. 

3uch a detailed system of centralized information requires a whole 

complex of organizational prescriptions,  nonnative definitions,   classi- 

fication and code numbers.    This  ia necessary to enable the  identification 

of a given machine and to ¡¡.t  information about  the extent and composition 

of machine park in different enterprises,  industries,  regions,  etc.    ae 

system is based on primary records  provided in plants according to a 

standard form.     It becomes an efficient means for the rationalization 

of the  information system within  individual enterprises. 

In all economic systems governmental tax policy requires some basic 

Unification of recording on installed capital.    Special regulations dually 

define the methods of the book-keeping on plant, and equipment and their 

definition and evaluation as well as the periodical inventories. 

Most problems connected with the-M regulations were already discussed 

from the point of viaw of plant level.    A specific problem is the 

réévaluation of installed plants and equipment in such cases,  when the 

nominal values differ widely from the present real values.    The process 

of réévaluation of installed plants and equipment is a very expensive 

and complicated one.    Phe aim of such a unified way of evaluation is to 

create a more reliable basis for the calculation of amortisation charge. . 

The evaluation is based alternatively on price indice, or on prio. list.. 

A new evaluation can be combined with the .o-call.d ««•ner*l inv.nto«y« 

(inventory of existing plant., équipant in the oountiy, re€ioa,  ia*».tiy). 

Such »eaaure wa. undertaken in 1954 in Cecho.lovakia,  in I960 ia the OS«. 
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4.      Recommendation« fr>r development strategy 

Developing countries execute their industrialization programme« 

in the conditions of much higher investment intensity of the industriali- 

ation proceas than it used to be in the nineteenth century in now 

industrialized countries.     In addition, a rather pronounced division 

of labour has developed between the actual operation and the maintenance 

of plants and equipment.    That is the reason why the problems of repair 

and maintenance have gained such importance and consequently have become 

an inherent part of a sound development oolicy. 

The lack of capacity to assure adequate maintenance and repairs 

is one of the reasons why some developing countries often are not 

capable  to adopt new technologies.     In such a situation even equipment 

provided through grants can become a burden for the receiving country. 

The  problem area of renewal,   repair and maintenance ha3 a number 

of aspects relevant for the formulation of fundamental principles which 

underly  the  setting of long-term aims of economic development: 

(i)      The renewal,  repair and maintenance of the existing plants 

and equipment is one of the essential  conditions for the 

economic development; 

renewal and to a certain extent repairs represent an alter- 

native to the building up of new capacities. 

(ii) 

Renewal,  repair and maintenance place specific demands on economic 

resource, and they, consequently,  represent an important limitation to 

economic development in an optimalization exercise. 

The needs for renewal,  repair and maintenance also determine to a 

certain extent a substantial part of the demand structure for commodities. 

4. can therefore speak about a structural limitation of the prices, of. 
economic development. 

A certain similarity can be fOUnd between the supplii of service., 

•pare part, and machine, for renewal on the on. hand and the supplie. 
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of intermediates on  the other hand.    Problems of repair and renewal 

are treated accordingly.     All supplies mentioned are described in the 

•natrxx of inter-industry relationship (technical coefficients).    ^rther- 

.ore,  renewal, repair and maintenance place specific de^ds on qualified 

labour and material  supplies.    In this  context  we can speak about  a 

limitation of economic development from the viewpoint of available 
resources. 

Maintenance, repair and renewal »quire productive factors of the 

same  technological nature  as those required by  the supplies  for the new 

investments.    lissentially,   the factors of engineering industrie and 

construction are involved.     Maintenance,   repair and renewal  thus create 

a competing demand in relation to the building up of new productive 

Plants.     They,   in particular, need a great nunber of skilled  personnel 

at intermediate levels which is the very  scarce  factor m developing 
countries. 

In the conditions of severe scarcity of investment resource. - 

both financial and material  - renewal can be considered a. an alternative 

tpjfialaajni.    In order to concentrate   investment resource, on important 

development  projects  it is  possible to delay the  renewal of e,istin« 

Plants and equipment,   i.e.   to orolong their service life.    Developing 

countries usually do not need to economise labour costs through innova- 

tions and moderation of equipment in the aan. decree as industriali.«! 

countries.    On the contrary,   investment is often motivated by the ai« to 

croate additional employment opportunities,    mus abundance of labour 

•timulates a rational extension of the eervioe  life of the installed 
ospitai. 

In developing countries the share of machinery older than 10 or 

•ven 20 year, of the total équipent i. rather large.    Thi. is . natural 

reflection of the delayed renewal of équipant  in favour of ext.n.i*. new 

investment and the increase  in industrial employment. 

fo a certain extent it  is possible to delay al.o major overhauls. 

Technical poeuibilities of postponing renetmU and/or repair have, of " 

course,  certain technological and economic limits the tre.passiag of which 

results in the mini location of resources. 
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A« an example of Buch misal locution inofficient op too oostly 

repairs may be mentioned.     Introduction of measurea limit inj investment 

outlays on renewal may lead to the situation whon the cost of overhauls 

become  higher than the cost of purchase of new equipment. 

In the  perdine of an  industrialisation programme  the modernisation 

and rational utilization of older machinery acquire otrategic  importance, 

since   in this way the existing equipment of several industries can  be 

adapted to the requirements of modern technology.    Modernization is usually 

lesa  costly  (in torma of investment funds) than rsnewal   md  it facilitates 

the adapting of machinery  to the  concrete conditions of production. 

Another  important way of reducing investment outlays for the induatrial 

development  is the  purchase and use of second-hand machines and equipment. 

Such a utilization of older machines can obviously be  considered rational, 

only if the  cost of their repair and modernisation is  less than the  coet 

of new machines.    The application of the efficiency analysis  is therefore 

absolutely necessary.    Installation of second-hand equipment can on one 

hand reduce the purchasing cost,   but on the other hand,   it usually in- 

creases the repair and maintenance costs.    Furthermore,   the une of second- 

hand equipment generally is a hindrance to tue unification of inatalled 

equipment,    efficiency considerations are therefore necessary even in 

cases of very  favourable purchasing conditions. 

Various »atenei and organisational preconditions are required to 

assure adequate oaintenanoe,  repair and ranetti.    These  precondition« 

fom an »portant part of the induatrial infrnatfifrcfrrf..   A large part 

of this  infrastructure is represented by maintenance and repair capacities 

of enterprises.    As Ma« discussed already in connexion with the policy 

•»•asures, the  buiidin« up of specialised repair shops,  plants for pro- 

duction of spare parts and their stocks for« a specific problem fg, «*» 

policy emfcer.    Anonf the institutional conditions for facilitatisi • 

•aweth operation of plants and equipment an i»portant rol« is Played 

by the whole »et-up of training,  oonsultin« and research lust i tut lone. 

mo pro hi en of «aintsnanos, repair and renewal also has an lap*«* 
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m tte lia-MHÉiUii * «»mmi* protra.»!,«,    n» àmimnA fep ^^ 
me/m «»rteul «^iiy MlM. mvMl y^, afUr ih# pla||t ^ ^^^ 
te* te«« p«t into oporati«».    Uomvr,  tr*m the very tecinaing of th. 

•teflon, M ed.quata •eiatenaaoe and repair work 1. noquirad.    0» 

•MÉlttaM for ae.urii« tte.« aorvicee «t.t te oreatte fwxn ti« v ry out- 
••* of tte .woution of ite inveita«»* proemi«. 

Ite rulti «ormine »te *»•** for repair (aainiy ovarhaul.,  and 

"•^ •"• of •*<»1»-"« oterecter.    Mo.t of th.  roqmr-wntt, a».»«, 
After a period oorroepoiidiitf approximately to tte average cameo i if« 
of «tv«« ««*ip»««t and it, par*..    ^ MMI,it; ^ ^ «^„u,»»*, 

•te repair captiti.. istalla« fro. th. teginmne i. .»Jianeod uy t*. 

tacitene« of tte ao-onlied utfajrt-illMa ee of th. e^ipmnt. 

Ite «tet-Mte4uUM «tat includo tte tevaftoe tmininr of * acquata 

•r «f repair and amiatonanoe twrtera ate iabrie .tien a^ciaUato. 

àpiwwimtely telf of tte —ter of thee, «anvore ama te available dari«, 

•te reaalac-la pariate of ^alp-.t.    teateeioally,   tte prteaiy atee* of 

parte ate aatatenaaoe «atari al a awet te available fro« tte v^ry 

Maal&jr, it ow te 

te vi« «te 
tieawé ttet emiateaaaoe a« rio pair ectivitt*i 

tte tevelopewat of «ornati« 
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»• linaUflod txaapla of a ropalr plan rapraaaata a ayataa of 

t ¿«portant lndloatora rtfltotlaf tao latori« lot ioaahl pa bttwten 

and roaamroaa of ropalr actÍritt«.    It» data art obtalnod fron 
aaplrloal ttudloo K 

Äa repair iModa ara haro calealatod for vari oui typao of planta 

and oqtiaaont, téUoa diffor la tat latoaaltgr of rtpalr or la tao labour 

or aatorlal raqulranoata.    UM followia« oawaplo claaalfloa four groupa 
of plant« «HA oqwlpnsat: 

(i) aaoninary 

(li) olaotro tqatpaant 

(Hi) aoaaurlaf davioaa 

(IT) bui Id lac« ana ooaotraotloaa. 

1st aaeoaaaiy roaonrooo aro elaaolflod aa follamit 

(i)      ltbonr input tt 

- rapalr Norteara 

- tochntoal and adalnlttrntlvt ri romiti 
(li)   «atorial inpato i 

- apara parta (flowa and Hooks) 

* prtéaoté la oaa atrfcaaopa 

- titoraal dollyorltt 

- otntr aatariala (flaw and ttoaka) 

(iii) oatomal ropalra (oonrlooo dolivorad fra« ouUléo) 

if     UM atadloo «ara anea la tao Oaooaaalovak oaaaloal lndaatrjr. 
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The final balano« of the requirements for repair against resources 
is obtained on the basis of cost calculation. 

Under "preconditions'* we understand here a system of standards whioh 
for« the basis of a repair plan and which define: 

(i)      the relative needs of repairs for the different categories 
of fixed assets 

(ii)    the relative inputs of labour and material 

(ili) the relative volume of stocks of spare parts and raaterial8,and 

(iv)    the decree of self-sufficiency of the enterprise or industry 

in repair services and production of spare parts. 

The determination of these standards is based on thorough analyses 
lAioh preoeed the actual planning process. 

The example is meant to cover a period of up to 5 years.    It can be 

applied both for an individual enterprise and for more aggregated units. 

Accordine to the length of the plan period and the level of planning, the 

needs and resources for repair can be disaggregated.    Thus, the needs oan 

be divided according to different kinds of machines, different kinds of 

repairs, etc.    The classification of spare parts and material inputs oan 

be done according to technological, organisational or other criteria. 
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Appendix II 

A MOML FDR THE ANALYSIS AMD PLAHNDfQ RENEWAL 

Ths analysis of renami requirement is a specifio problem on the 

over-plant (sectoral, nationwide) level and in the long-term prospects. 

The following model is introduced here to highlight this problem.    The 

data used for this model result from empirical studies in the metal- 

working industry ^and they can therefore serve not only as a methodolo- 

gical instrument, but also as an actual illustration to the described 

rules governing the development of a system of plants and equipment. 

The aim of the model is to enable a quantitative analysis of the 

volume of renewal of a system of plants and equipment,  such as a park 

of machine tools,  looms or a fleet of vehicles.    The whole set-up of 

plants and equipment is usually far from being homogeneous.    Therefore, 

special attention is being paid to the problem of the structure of plants 

and equipment and its changes as well as to the impact of these changes 

on the volume and composition of renewal requirements. 

The calculation of renewal requirements is based both on the physical 
terms and on money value terms. 

Henewal requirements in physical terms 

The volume of requirements for renewal, expressed in pbysioal units 

(•.g. mnber of machines} depends on the following factors» 

(i)      the length of period to be considered 

(il)    the sise of the plant and its growth 

(ill) the age composition of the plant and the equipment 
(iv)    the servio« life. 

The availability of data on the volume, the rate of growth, the age 

and the servioe life is thus the precondition for an analysis of the 

1/     Nesvera, Rosvoj technioke sakladny strojirenstvi, Prag, 
3HTL, 1963 
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renewal requirementB.    The model describes the interrelationships of 

these data and their utilization for an analysis (see Table Il/l). 

Special attention must be paid to the characteristics of the service 

life.    Por an analysis of the requirements for renewal the  information 

on the average service life is not sufficient,    empirical analyses show 

that the service life of individual items can substantially differ from 

the average,  since thd process of renewal  is of a stochastic nature. 

A precise calculation must therefore be baaed not only on data of the 

average service life,  but also on data on the survival curve (f'ig.Il/A). 

The survival curve describes the pace of discarding the number of 

machines installed in a given time.    Based on this curve the number of 

machines of various age groups which are  to be discarded  luring the plan 

period can be estimated.    According to the  "rate of discarding" in the 

Table Il/l,  about 12 per cent of the initial number of installed machine» 

which at 1.1.1960 reached the age of II-I5 years were discarded during 

the following five years.    There are substantial differences in the 

intensity of discarding the machines in the individual age groups.    About 

10 ¿ survive the age of 50 years.    In the  siven case the average service 

life of the machines - determined as a median to the survival curve (age 

at which 50 ¿ of the original number has been discarded) - is 27.5 years. 

In the given case the requirements for renewal which are considered 

to be identical with the number of machines discarded, during the years 

1961-1965 is 1378. 

This illustrates how far from reality the results of the planning 

of future needs can be if it is based on the age composition and estimates 
of a "normal" service life. 

In this scheme the analysis and projection of the survival curve 

is the basis on which the number of discarded machines and the volume 

of necessary renewal is being determined (the number of machine, and thsir 

~— composition being given). 

The model enables a follow^xp of structural changes.    These changes 

oan then be taken into consideration for analysing the needs of renewal. 
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k, M a part of rational investment polio/, plays an important rolo 
ia the proooaa of teohnioal innovations. 

In the example an important trsnd of ohange« in the structura of 

aachin«, is shot« in the case of grinding machin«.    Ifcese machinas are 

oaaracterissd firstly hy their increasing number within the total installed 

aachine tools (from 20.0 % in 1961 to 22.8 J, in I905) and, secondly,  by 

their relatively short service life (of. the higher rates of discarding). 

The share of these maohines in the number of new machine tools was about 

twioe as high as their share in the total number of installed machines 
(sao Table Il/l). 

Ws» II HlvlCt 

Oratami deoreaee ia the nmmser 
ef iastalled maohines end their 
avana* nervios life (survival. 

v«} 

»mamar ef discarded machines ia individual 
parlama of mtiliaatloa (expressed a« a per- 
aamtafs of the amaser of originally installai 
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Renewal roqui rement s in th¿ money valuó tenne 

The requirements for renewal of planta and equipment are more often 

calculated on the baai8 of value termB, derived from investment outlay«. 

Two alternative concepts are possible: 

- fjTOGs values  (purchase cost) ;   and 

- net values  (purchase cost reduced by the    aaortization charge«). 

If the calculations are based on the gross value of installed  plants 

and equipment,  the length of the plan period,  the volume of fixed assets 

and the age and service  life must be  considered.    In addition,  the  changes 

in   mrchase cost of the physical items mu3t be included in the calculations. 

Empirical analyses show that generally the money value of ?lant3 and equip- 

ment  increases in a higher rate than their physical volume (expressed in 

the number of machines,  extent of floor space,  etc.)«     'This is due  to the 

improvements of the technical parameters,   to changes  in the composition,  etc. 

Thus,   in Table Il/2 the average purchase cost of new machine tools was 

trebled during I93O-I965 (in terms of constant prices).    The number of 

installed machine tools increased in a 5 year period by about 9 per cent, 

wh'reas their value  increased by 25-30 per cent. 

Under these circumstances,  the  requirements for renewal which ars 

identical with the volume of discarded machines are low.    The average valus 

of discarded machines amounts roughly to the cost of machines which were 

purchased before the period corresponding to their average service  life. 

In the case of machine tools park,   the number of yearly disoarded 

machines represented 2.5-3 per cent of installed machines,  in terms of 

value it was about 2 per cent only.    This example shows a further rule: 

the service life of machine tools is positively correlated with their 

average value,  the service life of more expensive machines is in average t 

longer. 

If the requirements for renewal are calculated on the basis of the 

net value of plants and equipment,  they are identified through the 

depreciation charges.    The renewal requirements thus depend on the value j 

of plants and equipment (amortisation basis), on the method of depreciating ! 

and - of course - on the length of the plan period.    The money value of I 
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depreciation chargea uaually exocaáa the reel valu« of rinomi requl re- 

mate,    fte reaeoa for thie it that tilt depreciation charge« are cal- 

culated from th« very beginniaf of the functioning of  slants  md aquin- 

leent, while the real re qui rome rito for renewal ¿'olio« with a conoide rabie 

tiae-laf.    flue lac thue pi;y« a oig role,  especially in the caeo of a 

high rate of growth of the fi»d   «net«.    Tt must also be Mentioned that 

tax oonoideratione generally dominate the depreciation rate and that it 

it very problematic to ose the depreciation oharce« or net value of fixed 

aeeeta a« the baaia for oalculatinc the aervloe life and the re.uirenient« 
for renewal. 

j Ite different conoept« of oelculMUj the requireawnte for renouai 

1 lead to different resulte.    For ••tabliahin* a realietie renewal polioy 

| it ia recomendad to uae the aystea baaed on ohyeical tema,    Búa ayate» 

j of indicatore naJcea it poaaible to oonfront the atate of planta and equip- 

ment with the technioal innovation« and changea on the market.    Innovât i one 

are after all to be ooneidered aa the primary mot i veo «ad Upeleee far 
renewal. 
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